Whole-proteome based phylogenetic tree construction with inter-amino-acid distances and the conditional geometric distribution profiles.
There has been a growing interest in alignment-free methods for whole genome comparison and phylogenomic studies. In this study, we propose an alignment-free method for phylogenetic tree construction using whole-proteome sequences. Based on the inter-amino-acid distances, we first convert the whole-proteome sequences into inter-amino-acid distance vectors, which are called observed inter-amino-acid distance profiles. Then, we propose to use conditional geometric distribution profiles (the distributions of sequences where the amino acids are placed randomly and independently) as the reference distribution profiles. Last the relative deviation between the observed and reference distribution profiles is used to define a simple metric that reflects the phylogenetic relationships between whole-proteome sequences of different organisms. We name our method inter-amino-acid distances and conditional geometric distribution profiles (IAGDP). We evaluate our method on two data sets: the benchmark dataset including 29 genomes used in previous published papers, and another one including 67 mammal genomes. Our results demonstrate that the new method is useful and efficient.